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· Discussion Starter and #1 March 14, 2012 Has anyone used this software before? This supposedly allows you to program new and used keys. I had problems with my keys programmed incorrectly for comfort access and my dealer told me they were unable to program the keys for some reason. I know that my 2 keys are programmed as key 3'4. I did some research and found
this BMW KeyCoder software for free! :thumbup: and hope to try it at lunchtime. I downloaded and installed the software, read all the instructions and seems very simple. I hope this works so I can finally comfort the access, hasn't worked since I bought the car. · Just curious,.. Once you get the software, how do you get it in the car's computer? Has anyone used this software
before? This supposedly allows you to program new and used keys. I had problems with my keys programmed incorrectly for comfort access and my dealer told me they were unable to program the keys for some reason. I know that my 2 keys are programmed as key 3'4. I did some research and found this BMW KeyCoder software for free! :thumbup: and hope to try it at
lunchtime. I downloaded and installed the software, read all the instructions and seems very simple. I hope this works so I can finally comfort the access, hasn't worked since I bought the car. What software? I miss something for a reason I don't see the software or link in this post sent from my GT-I9100 using the Bimmer app Sorry, if I stepped over your stream, but the last
question is: Beyond coding keys, does this device have any other uses or benefits? (Yes, I read the information on the link, but it was not clear) Discussion Starter - #7 - March 14, 2012 Sorry if I step over your thread, but the last question: Apart from coding keys, does this device have any other uses or benefits? (Yes, I read the information on the link, but it was not clear) I can
only leave what I read, and it seems to me that it only allows you to change the settings that concern CAS. As soon as I can get and use it I will get a better understanding of what he is capable of. I just wanted to know if anyone had ever heard of it or used it before, or if I would genie the pig on it, I just want to have my comfort access. · ^^ OK Kool ... will follow this post to see what
you come up with. Good luck and make sure to take the CAUTIOUS path before you make a change.:thumbup: Discussion Starter - #9 - March 14, 2012 ^^ OK Kool... will follow this post to see what you come up with. Good luck and make sure to take a CAUTIOUS path before you make Thank you! :thumbup: I'm going to program my spare key in case it messes the key up. · I
think I need a special cable not obD one we use with INPA , I hope I'm wrong You can't reprogram the used key if you don't exchange the microchip inside, but the new key I herd some people in Europe to reprogram The Talk Starter and #12 March 14, 2012 I think I need a special cable not OBD one we use with INPA , I hope I'm wrong, I just tried to And it gives me the error
Please plug the key into the USB port. We need to do some research on this. You can't reprogram the used key unless you exchange the microchip in, but the new key I herd some people in Europe to reprogram I'm not trying to reprogram the key is just trying to reset the key index number to 1 or 2 for access comfort. Or increase the number of keys that can use comfort-access.
My current keys are programmed as a key index of 3 and 4. According to the description of the software, it allows you to change the key index or change the number of keys that can use comfortable access. · I just tried it. The key mine this encryption sort won't work with from it: bawling: Discussion Starter and #14 March 14, 2012 I just tried. The mine key is a cipher sort won't
work with it: bawling: So you have a key? sorry, trying to separate what you say. What's encrypted? So you have the key? sorry, trying to separate what you say. What's encrypted? No, you have to buy it from a software manufacturer. This is the only way the software will work. it stops it from being distributed Talk Starter #16 March 14, 2012 I'm going to try and find out the price of
this usb key.... Page 2 Page 3 Car Keys Wroclaw Emergency Car Starter Phone: 662 55 99 88 Phone: 511 11 11 24 BMW Key Coder This is a professional device for the BMW smart keys program with CAS control. Using specialized know-how, it can encode used keys even with pcF7945. It has a key program for CAS with an active SOPT EWS4 feature using the 2011 software. It
is now the only and best key coder that can transfer the keys to CAS to CAS. Website made by TradeMark View Full version : BMW Key Coder and CAS3 when all the keys lost dontzapit24 May 2012, 01:16 AMAnyone tried this BMW Key CODEr tool when all the keys are lost on the CAS3 system ? You may end up getting it to read CAS without ignition, but it doesn't read enough
information to be able to create a new key, so asks you to insert the original key as possible if all the keys were lost??? Asked customer support and was told to try another laptop, LOL, in any case tried 3 different PCs and no difference as expected, so contacted them again, but now of course they do not respond. This tool is worth a hell of a lot of luck and now there is no
customer support at all??? What a $! Yes, this tool works to make spare keys, but when all the keys are lost, I am now having my doubts about this tool, and atleast on this CAS3 system anyway, I can't speak for CAS2 and CAS3. Has anyone had this same problem and no fix for it? Im using the latest software, Ivanrpm24 May 2012, 04:37 AMAnyone tried this BMW Key Coder
tool when all the keys are lost in the CAS3 system? You may end up getting it to read CAS without ignition, but it doesn't read enough information to be able to create a new key, so asks you to insert the original key as possible if all the keys were lost??? Asked customer support and was told to try another other LOL, in any case tried 3 different PCs and no difference as expected,
so contacted them again, but now of course they do not respond. This tool is worth a hell of a lot of luck and now there is no customer support at all??? What a $! Yes, this tool works to make spare keys, but when all the keys are lost, I am now having my doubts about this tool, and atleast on this CAS3 system anyway, I can't speak for CAS2 and CAS3. Has anyone had this same
problem and no fix for it? Im using the latest software available hello, manually read cas3, use hitag2 or ak300 to do it!, or use AVDI. I think if they don't answer your questions because there is no solution! Regarding dontzapit24 May 2012, 06:27 AMhi, manually read cas3, use hitag2 or ak300 to do it!, or use AVDI . I think if they don't answer your questions because there is no
solution! Regards Yeh I think your right, I think they know that this is a problem and so do not answer, but when you spend so much money, you expect to get customer support. Does it look like avDI customer support now has a contender? Ok Im sorry that there was no great fear at all, we all know AVDI is the worst customer support on earth and no one can refill them. This
seems to be the last thing these days, the more expensive the product the worse customer support will be for the product. Okay, more money in the bathroom. obdmaster24 May 2012, 07:00 AMAnyone tried this BMW Key Coder tool when all the keys are lost in the CAS3 system? You may end up getting it to read CAS without ignition, but it doesn't read enough information to be
able to create a new key, so asks you to insert the original key as possible if all the keys were lost??? Asked customer support and was told to try another laptop, LOL, in any case tried 3 different PCs and no difference as expected, so contacted them again, but now of course they do not respond. This tool is worth a hell of a lot of luck and now there is no customer support at
all??? What a $! Yes, this tool works to make spare keys, but when all the keys are lost, I am now having my doubts about this tool, and atleast on this CAS3 system anyway, I can't speak for CAS2 and CAS3. Has anyone had this same problem and no fix for it? Im using the latest software available when using AVDI with lost keys on BMW before you start, turn on the headlights
to wake up the CAN system and then turn on the radio. Avdi then works. Guess who told me that support AVDI :aetsch: Good luck m8 joubliss24 May 2012, 08:35 AMYeh I think your right, I think they know that there is a problem and therefore do not answer, but when you spend so much money, you expect to get customer support. Looks like avDI customer support now has Ok
Im sorry that there was no great fear at all, we all know AVDI is the worst customer support on earth and no one can refill them. This seems to be the last thing these days, the more expensive the product the worse customer support will be for the product. Okay, more money in the bathroom. there has never been a problem with AVDI support. personnaly kapdiagnostic have
support and always respond on time. dontzapit24 May 2012, 09:13 AMthank you, but I do not use AVDI, I use BMW Key Coder, had any experience with it? Bought avdi about 6 months ago, tried it for 2 months, the most definitely the worst product I've ever owned and there's customer support SUX so sold it as you don't need all the problems it came with. whoever used it and hit
this problem, please let me know how I need this car finished. He clearly says that there's a website he can make CAS3 no problem at all, but I've tried everything and wasted bloody days on this car. Come key coder man, whats the problem with this please? :call2: When using AVDI with lost keys on the BMW before you start, turn on the headlights to wake up the CAN system
and then turn on the radio. Avdi then works. Guess who told me that support AVDI :aetsch: Good luck m8 obdmaster24th May 2012, 10:45 AMthank you, but I do not use AVDI, I use BMW Key Coder, had any experience with it? Bought avdi about 6 months ago, tried it for 2 months, the most definitely the worst product I've ever owned and there's customer support SUX so sold it
as you don't need all the problems it came with. whoever used it and hit this problem, please let me know how I need this car finished. He clearly says that there's a website he can make CAS3 no problem at all, but I've tried everything and wasted bloody days on this car. Come key coder man, whats the problem with this please? :call2: I gave you this sequence so you can try it
with your bmw keycoder m8. As they are sure that all these products work the same on the car. Think next time I leave you to it m8:top: dontzapit24th May 2012, 12:51 PMYup I knew the sequence and tried that and everything else that can be done, cheers heartbeat I gave you that sequence so you could try it with your bmw keycoder m8. As they are sure that all these products
work the same on the car. Think next time I'll leave you to it m8:top: obdmaster24 May 2012, 06:35 PMYup I knew that sequence and tried that and everything else that can be done, hurrah buddy That iosware CAS running m8??? ISTA-P 45 ??? autofan196524th May, 2012, 10:56 PMAnyone tried this BMW key coder tool when all the keys are lost on the CAS3 system ? You may
end up getting it to read CAS without ignition, but it doesn't read enough information to the ability to create a new key, so asks you to insert the original key as possible if all the keys were lost??? Asked customer support and was told to try another laptop, LOL, in any case tried 3 different PCs and no difference as expected, so contacted them again, but now of course they do not
respond. This tool is worth a hell of luck and now there is no customer client At all??? What a $! Yes, this tool works to make spare keys, but when all the keys are lost, I am now having my doubts about this tool, and atleast on this CAS3 system anyway, I can't speak for CAS2 and CAS3. Has anyone had this same problem and no fix for it? Im using the latest software available
When this car ista-45, there is currently no way to program the new key. When this car is older, it can only happen when you disconnect the CAS from the power/battery was flat or someone has not put a programmed transponder/key to the ignition. The developer is working on a problem with ista-45. Or perhaps cause number 3, You have a really old version of the software (the
latter was released in late 2011). dontzapit24th May, 2012, 11:20 PMI have the latest version of the software and yes its ista-45 sparkz0225th May 2012, 12:09 Ammr obd is 100%, I do mileage correction the same applies, we can not do mileage with the key in ignition, so we TURN LIGHTS AND RADIO ON obdmaster25 May 2012, 08:53 AMI have the latest version of the
software and yes its ista-45 Then you have to buy Abrius BMW Commander m8. Taken from there the latest news 12-April-2012 Abrites Commander for BMW 9.1 released OBDII - key programs for CAS3 with the latest version of the firmware (ISTA-P 45) EVEN IF IF ALL KEYS ARE ARE LOST! Free for all owners of BN008 autofan196525 May 2012, 09:01 AMThen you have to
buy Abritus BMW Commander m8,. Taken from there the latest news 12-April-2012 Abrites Commander for BMW 9.1 released OBDII - key programs for CAS3 with the latest version of the firmware (ISTA-P 45) EVEN IF IF ALL KEYS ARE ARE LOST! Free for all BN008 owners I think he should just wait for the new version of the keyboard. Have you tried this feature? Because
everyone knows that Abritus likes to do fake descriptions. dontzapit25 May 2012, 12:04 PMI think he should just wait for the new version of the keyboard. Have you tried this feature? Because everyone knows that Abritus likes to do fake descriptions. exactly right, Abrites AVDI product is a bunch of untested crap, a complete waste of money, a full million bugs with hundreds of
updates to follow to try to fix them all. And yes autofan1965 knows exactly what Hes is talking about, they say he will do both, and the fact is that it is not, and then you have to wait a hundred updates later until they understand it and finally release an update to try to fix it. I couldn't care less about all the people who say it's a good product if they want to think it's then good on them
as you say autofan1965, its better to just wait for the next version of the keyboard or maybe the BMW Explorer is another way to explore, but AVDI is just a complete joke lol lol I have to add though, not at all impressed with the unanswered from Keycoder on this issue, it certainly put me to buy anything else from there company, updates are free, which is good, because after that I
certainly will not pay for it autofan196525th May 2012, 05:01 05:01 correct, Abrites AVDI product is a bunch of untested crap, a complete waste of money, a full million bugs with hundreds of updates to follow to try to fix them all. And yes autofan1965 knows exactly what Hes is talking about, they say he will do both, and the fact is that it is not, and then you have to wait a hundred
updates later until they understand it and finally release an update to try to fix it. I couldn't care less about all the people who say it's a good product if they want to think it's then good on them, as you say autofan1965, its better to just wait for the next version of the keyboard or maybe the BMW Explorer is another way to explore, but THE AVDI is just a complete joke lol lol lol I have
to add, though not at all impressed with the unanswered from the Keycoder team on this issue , it will definitely put me away from buying anything else from there company, updates are free, which is good, because after that I certainly will not pay for this Whaty You mean keycoder team? I think you're talking about one of the resselers. dontzapit26 May 2012, 02:46 AMWhaty Do
you mean keycoder team? I think you're talking about one of the resselers. Yes, I mean the reseller, my mistake. Has anyone tried the BMW Explorer? Its apparently suppose to be a very good tool and I bought products from them before, there products work and the quality is very good as well, has anyone used it for keys and whats result in the whole product? hurrah
autofan196526 May 2012, 11:54 AMDescription say that it can make keyprogramming all keys lost only when the engine is supported ecu (not all supported). dontzapit26 May 2012, 12:08 PMDescription say that it can make keyprogramming all keys lost only when the engine is supported ecu (not all supported). Have you tried the product for CAS keys at all and can you confirm
that it works well? Thanks ajayrao26 May 2012, 01:50 PMBmw researcher does not support Siemens ecu even tricore only Bosch autofan196526th May 2012, 05:28 PMhave you tried the product for CAS Keys at all and can you confirm that it works well? Thank you No, I own the keyboard only. I see the description on the site. I think the option with tricore was available to the
explorer too. znakedwrx26 May 2012, 10:11 PMYes it is available. drivesure27 May 2012, 08:43 PMwhat is the latest version of the keyboard at the moment. what tool can you use to read cas landfill obd. dontzapit28 May 2012, 09:04 AMwhat is the latest version of the keyboard at the moment. what tool can you use to read cas landfill obd. Yes?? keycoder is the tool you use to
read CAS through OBD my friend? this is what we are talking about autofan196528 May 2012, 10:12 AMwhat is the latest version of the keyboard at the moment. what tool can you use for cas landfill obd. 0.983 is the latest version. Please reply to my email. drivesure28th May 2012, 07:01 PMhi auto fan , send email again, I work on my laptop, my computer does not work. any idea
that would be a good tool to read and save cas eeprom through obd. xgate29 May 2012, 10:20 PMhi auto car Send email again, I work on my laptop, my computer is not working. any idea that would be a good tool for reading cas eeprom through obd. I have a BMW key-code and for sure it works as a describe. My only disappointment is the fact that there are no regular software
updates like any other tool on the market. This tool is very expensive and for the fact that I can not even save data CAS or KEY after each work, is not worth all this money. Even Chinese tools can save CAS1/CAS2 data. It's really sux knowing that there are no updates to even improve this tool. Instead of improving what's on the market, they introduce another tool with some new
features and neglect all those who own a bmw keycoder. Every other key coder or key maker tool send regular updates, for example. Tango and TMpro2. I'm looking forward to selling it if they don't improve their software. You'll all be a judge. As for, dontzapit30 May 2012, 06:25 AM''ue'xgate;1575332 This tool is very expensive and for the fact that I can not even save DANNI CAS
or KEY after each job, is not worth all this money. With respect, IP, your 100% mark there mate, even crappy CAN save the CAS landfill, it's very disappointed about this tool, especially the cost of it. I won't sell mine though purely for the reason that you can replace it, what actually works? autofan196530th May, 2012, 01:04 PMI have a BMW key-code and for sure it works as a
describe. My only disappointment is the fact that there are no regular software updates like any other tool on the market. This tool is very expensive and for the fact that I can not even save data CAS or KEY after each work, is not worth all this money. Even Chinese tools can save CAS1/CAS2 data. It's really sux knowing that there are no updates to even improve this tool. Instead
of improving what's on the market, they introduce another tool with some new features and neglect all those who own a bmw keycoder. Every other key coder or key maker tool send regular updates, for example. Tango and TMpro2. I'm looking forward to selling it if they don't improve their software. You'll all be a judge. With respect, Keycoder is updated. It's not as oft updated as
the competition because there aren't many bugs. I think you're talking here about Resseler too, not the developer. You just need to wait for the new software version. xgate June 1, 2012, 02:54 AMKeycoder. It's not as oft updated as the competition because there aren't many bugs. I think you're talking here about Resseler too, not the developer. You just need to wait for the new
software version. Sorry, you're wrong. Updates not only errors, updates can add new features or new options. We all agree the bmw keycoder works, but there are simple options like storing CAS1 data/key data after programming. This option is available on cheap Chinese tools and why it may not be available on one of the best tools on the market. I'm just disappointed.
paul_123451st June 2012, 11:37 AMExcuse me, you are wrong. Updates not only to fix bugs, update updates add new features or new options. We all agree the bmw keycoder works, but there are simple options like storing CAS1 data/key data after programming. This option is available on cheap Chinese tools and why it may not be available on one of the best tools on the
market. I'm just disappointed. just the idea, if the keyboard reads full cas, but does not allow you to save it, try searching the memory program for a string of cas landfills, can get lucky and dump in memory. autofan19651 June 2012, 12:43 PMExcuse me, you are wrong. Updates don't just fix bugs, updates can add new features or new options. We all agree the bmw keycoder
works, but there are simple options like storing CAS1 data/key data after programming. This option is available on cheap Chinese tools and why it may not be available on one of the best tools on the market. I'm just disappointed. This option will be released in the PRO version. I think the reason for this is not that it is too hard to do, but it is a danger and you can easily corrupt CAS.
drivesure1 June 2012, 05:08 PMkeycoder support have no news about the development or release date of the pro-release. they can't give time or even APPROXIMATE TIME when the pro version will be released. it could be years, who knows. I like the tool and it works well, but I need a cas landfill. I didn't know that you couldn't save the eeprom landfill when I bought this tool, if I
knew I wouldn't have bought it. labusas1 June 2012, 05:51 PMYes, I have a keyboard as well. It works, but it's getting dated for here with many new rental Cas 3 cars. We need an upgrade with mileage and landfill saving features or I sell it and never look at the product again. The pro version was promised soon when I bought it last year. Dashcoder14 June 2012, 12:55 AMHi ALL
You have to be patient, the update will be released soon. Best Relationship labusas14 June 2012, 02:21 AM Will keep checking back in. Thanks for updating drivesure16 June 2012, 07:30 AMBMW Explorer v.12.06.14 just released! New features: CAS4 key programs in the ignition (via the antenna on the steering column. CAS4 EEPROM required) Improved: EEPROM readings for
the DxN57 and D7xN47 engines. ADDED ISTA-46.4 coding indices. Additional DTC explanations have been added for F-series models. labusas17 June 2012, 12:43 AMThat is good news, error. for the owner of the bmw researcher. drivesure17 June 2012, 02:07 PMexactly, I was contemplating between them, and eventually bought a key coder .... hope I won't regret it for too
long.... Hope that updating the coder key is not a pipe dream.... strange why they can't give an update date. Sitting with a Mini Cooper with no keys, but it requires an original key. 5432117th June, 2012, 10:26 PM.......... June 2012, 11:34 PMWhat is the price of a Bmw Explorer? Keyprog module for BMW Series F Via OBD-2: CAS4 with Bosch ECU engines (engine only for N55)
Models: 2010-8211; BMW 535i GT, BMW 535i 2011'8211; BMW 335i Coupe, BMW 335i 335i BMW X5 xDrive 35i, BMW X6 xDrive 35i, BMW 535i, BMW 135i, BMW X3 xDrive35i 2012'8211; BMW 640i Coupe ALL other models of ans system can now be programmed, as described below 3500.00 usd BMW Explorer basic keys with Hitag2 prog ( BMW Explorer No. 8211; hardware
and software system with advanced engineering functionality for BMW series E60, E65, E66, E70, E71, E81, E82, E87, E88, E90, E91, E92, E93, F01, F02, F07, F10, Mini Cooper R56 and Rolls-. The system's capabilities DTC reading with a clear explanation of the text, adjusting the car settings, adjusting the service interval, programming keys or blocking, synchronizing the
remote control and more! Free updates! Windows 7 is supported by 3,080.00 usd xgate17th August, 2012, 01:56 AMHi, I tried the BMW keyboard and I can say that can not program the key for CAS3 with all the keys lost. Before I bought the tool, I was told if the battery or CAS3 is not removed it can program the key with all the keys lost. Believe me, that's not true. I want to sell my
BMW KEYCODER because my tango can equally program the key for CAS3, and it doesn't make sense to keep my BMW KEYCODER. My reason for buying a BMW KEYCODER is a key program for CAS3 with all the keys lost. Please give me if you are interested. Respectfully, xgate. dontzapit17th August, 2012, 09:02 AMHi, I tried the BMW keyboard and I can say I can't
program the key for CAS3 with all the lost keys. Before I bought the tool, I was told if the battery or CAS3 is not removed it can program the key with all the keys lost. Believe me, that's not true. I want to sell my BMW KEYCODER because my tango can equally program the key for CAS3, and it doesn't make sense to keep my BMW KEYCODER. My reason for buying a BMW
KEYCODER is a key program for CAS3 with all the keys lost. Please give me if you are interested. Respectfully, xgate. Do you use the latest update for Keycoder to make CAS3? I've had no success with either this tool for CAS3 and I've even experienced problems with it on other CAS aswell modules, for this money it costs it just not enough product, Tango is the best investment
and works 100% labusas17th August, 12:25 PMI there is one for sale, and also please PM if interested totalkey17th August 2012, 01:12 PMdoes is good to make a key if I got a key working? drivesure17 August 2012, 04:43 PMyes , but you need the original keys. it can't encode porcelain keys. I sent an email earlier in the week to the support group for any news about new
developments and there is still no response. I want to sell this cable as well. Please pm me if you are interested in buying my cable. dontzapit18 August 2012, 02:02 PMi want to sell cable, and Yeh them think about doing the same, Looks like there's going to be a lot of cables for sale soon lol yahiakoko200322nd August 2012, 10:38 AMuse's new bmw multidaig tool dontzapit22nd
August 2012, 11:44 AMuse new bmw multidaig tool I haven't heard about this tool before, please give me a link to it? drivesure22 August 2012, 07:38 PMx-horse cable - - No support, note that the key coder offers the same support at a price 3 times more expensive. dontzapit23 August 2012, 12:12 PMx-horse cable - without support, note, the key coder offer the same support at 3
times more expensive. Yeh I know what you mean, but I think there's some international holiday going on out there at the moment, it should be back to normal again on the 27th, I don't know if its true, but that's what I was told, so maybe you'll get an answer next week mate Dashcoder13 September 2012, 10:52 PMHi All bmw keyboard work on cas3 even if all the keys are lost.
program the key don't insert the key into the ignition!! First you have to read cas to choose the key number and start programming if the program asks for the original keys, click again on reading cas select key and click start programming and when he asks you to insert an empty key in the ignition to do so!! The best relationship mojomojo13 September 2012, 11:56 PMThere you
go from the producers themselves!!!!! Can someone try this procedure and confirm that it works. xgate15th September, 2012, 02:23 AMHi All key bmw work on cas3, even if all the keys are lost. program the key don't insert the key into the ignition!! First you have to read cas to choose the key number and start programming if the program asks for the original keys, click again on
reading cas select key and click start programming and when he asks you to insert an empty key in the ignition to do so!! Best regards Hi, What do you say? do you have a new update or are you talking about the same old version? please, I will believe you if and when you send me a new update, but not with the old version. xgate15 September 2012, 02:54 AMHi, What are you
talking about? do you have a new update or are you talking about the same old version? please, I will believe you if and when you send me a new update, but not with the old version. This is stated in the guide of the tool owners, according to the attached. As for labusas15 September 2012, 10:58 PMOk, if it's a workaround, then it's new, why isn't it in the update guide at least? It's
not that hard to type a few lines and place it on a server, is it? I have a car, but it's a long trip to try. Not sure if it's worth the chance... Please check someone and confirm if it is possible Fallen16th September, 2012, 01:17 AMI remember when people used to rave about this product and say that it was the best, now no one trusts it and people want to sell their cable! There must be
alarm bells ringing somewhere. drivesure16 September 2012, 08:20 AMthey does not work on this cable anymore, busy developing a separate cable for the F-series bmw. they say once completed they will relook on the pro-function promised a few years ago (I think never) as an upgrade for this tool. I say false advertising for the tool, will never do what they promised when they
sold it. I definitely don't trust this cable to be updated to do much more than what it does now. it can't even make a run on obd like many other tools can, even if the guide says it can Funny part ... WHAT CAN YOU DO ABOUT IT... F... All. You've already paid for it. I say thank you for the lesson because I will never buy the tool at full price with the promise of balance features
(promised in the manual) with the following updates, and sell the tool at a market price and charge for future updates or features. so you won't feel ripped... dontzapit16 September 2012, 08:28 AMPlease someone test and confirm if it is possible, it does not work, I've tried many times, they just keep telling us what is doing, I feel ripped off, these days he just sits in a box under the
work bench. It can't even save the CAS landfill when you read it, how many tools that CAS can't even do something as simple? They keep telling us it coming in PRO VERSION, but the pro version never comes this?, No. Incredibly disapointing product :bawling: labusas16th September, 2012, 01:00 PM'gt;gt;busy development of a separate cable for the F-series bmw. They can
forget about selling this after this lesson! dontzapit September 16, 2012, 01:16 PM'gt;busy development of a separate cable for the F-series bmw. I wonder what there will charge us for thatr? Lesson learned No. 1 drivesure19 September 2012, 12:58 PMHi All bmw keyboard work on cas3 , even if all the keys are lost . program the key don't insert the key into the ignition!! First you
have to read cas to choose the key number and start programming if the program asks for the original keys, click again on reading cas select key and click start programming and when he asks you to insert an empty key in the ignition to do so!! The best relationship I have is this car with all the keys lost .... 2011 Mini Cooper - VIN: WMWSR32010T031024 - CAS3 1. what version
of the software it will work with. 2. This is what we do - read cas, pick a key and start the program, program ask for the original key. 3. Click read cas again and pick the key and start program 4. ask for another oginal key - made ths more than 30 times. ask that the original key be inserted every time. 5. Tried another 40 odd times with various key slots to see if it would work. This
cable ask for the original key every time. so obviously it doesn't work. once again this cable doesn't do what it claims to be doing. they just came up with all the good things to have in the cable and put it in the marketing scenario - all the queries or problems will be addressed by saying - it will be fixed in the next update- yes, we know we said it can do that, but with the next update
everything will be fine. a year later and they still say the same shit..... Dashcoder September 19, 2012, 08:09 PMI has this car with all the keys lost .... 2011 Mini Cooper - VIN: WMWSR32010T031024 - CAS3 1. what version of the software it will work with. 2. That's what we do - cas, pick the key and start the program, program ask for the original key. 3. Click read cas again and
pick the key and start program 4. ask for another oginal key - made ths more than 30 times. ask that the original key be inserted every time. 5. tried another 40 odd times with key slots to see if it will work. This cable ask for the original key every time. so obviously it doesn't work. once again this cable doesn't do what it claims to be doing. they just came up with all the good things to
have in the cable and put it in the marketing scenario - all the queries or problems will be addressed by saying - it will be fixed in the next update- yes, we know we said it can do that, but with the next update everything will be fine. a year later and they still say the same shit..... Hi you car has been updated ista / P to V44 is normal, you can not find out the key, please send a
debugging log on the sales@autokeyprog.com the bmw keycoder will ask you the original key 1 if you turn off the battery from the car 2, if you put the first new key or transponder before the cas reading keyboard . 3 if the car is updated from ista to V44 . Best relationship labusas20 September 2012, 04:11 PMTried and not since 2011 E90 all keys lost CAS3 . Read cas many times
as it was suggested dashcoder. It just doesn't work. Please the developers, put your best foot forward and fulfill your obligations. Even the Chinese bmw multitool now makes CAS3, makes an odometer, saves files for $900 or so. Go figure, clones beet developers? Dashcoder21 September 2012, 12:40 AMTried and not since 2011 E90 all keys lost CAS3 . Read cas many times as
it was suggested dashcoder. It just doesn't work. Please the developers, put your best foot forward and fulfill your obligations. Even the Chinese bmw multitool now makes CAS3, makes an odometer, saves files for $900 or so. Go figure, clones beet developers? Please send the debugging log file to sales@autokeyprog.com xgate22nd September, 2012, 12:46 AMHello
Dashcoder, you should just accept the fact that, the update for your KEYCODER is overdue. It is clear that instead of updating the BMW KEYCODER you guys introduce a new tool called IMMOTOOL v5.05 This tool is more a Vag tool than a BMW tool. I believe the Chinese BMW MULTI TOOL is a better option with a more special feature than the BMW KEYCODER and less than
half the price. I can only say: If I knew drivesure22, 2012, 08:09 AMHi If you car has been upgraded ista/p to V44 is normal, you can not find out the key, please send a debugging log on sales@autokeyprog.com bmw keycoder will ask you for the original key 1 if you turn off the battery from the car 2 if you put the first new key or transponder before the cas. 3 if the car is updated
from ista to V44 . The best relationship magazine file sent, now what? Will you help with the solution? dontzapit2 September 2012, 11:54 AMlog file sent, what now? Will you help with the solution? it has already been said above that they do not respond to emails :( This type of customer support is not when you charge so much for your customers for a tool that still doesn't work
properly (even when they say it does) labusas28 September 2012, 01:31 PMTried for two more with CAS3 and can't program without the original key. If I understand correctly that if wasn't disconnected, then no need for the original? xgate28th September, 2012, 01:57 PMReth for two more with CAS3 and can't program without the original key. If I understand correctly that if the
battery was not disabled, then there is no need for the original? Hi Bro, to your information, it is simply not possible to program the key for CAS3 without the original key, it does not matter the condition of the car and is clearly stated in the owner's manual. I tested it on several E70, E71, E90 and E88 cars, it doesn't work. We just have to wait and hope that there is an update in the
near future. Good luck to all keycoder owners. labusas28, 2012, 08:14 PMI'm biting a bullet and buying a license for CAS AVDI3 .. I just can't wait. drivesure1 October 2012, 02:49 PMdont bite yet. I received an email from the autokeyprog team.. Hi We will do our best to release a bmw keycoder update as soon as possible - Regards, Autokeyprog maybe it will be soon this time.
labusas2, 2012, 01:13 PMI never received an email. Maybe it's just a response to your request for an update, rather than planning information for all owners. drivesure20 October 2012, 11:19 AM2010 mini Cooper with all keys lost, cas 3 . definitely not working for me. lost all the keys and I was the first there, open the car and read cas for the code of the new key. continues to ask
for the original. definitely didn't have a key in the key slot and didn't disable the tester. 4th multi $$$$$$ opportunity I've now missed because of this. hope there is a solution in sight soon. Every bmw we make now seems to be cas3. still working for spare parts, but lost keys are a problem.... hauwkee20th October 2012, 02:49 PMquestion there is still a car using cas 1 2 3 or cas 3
has been updated in all whaen vehicles they go to the dealer for services to reduce the tryard party key solutions labusas20th October 2012, 02:54 PMYes, it looks like all are being updated in Canada as well. There should be a global directive for all cars that come for maintenance to be updated. They're getting it. drivesure13 November 2012, 09:04 PMwent in 2010 bmw e90 with
cas3 . The original keu is present and need to make a spare key. every time I read cas it fails. The customer refuses to have the case manually stripped of the code. any ideas how to get through this. I've read about ways to block cas from coding more keys. labusas15 November 2012, 08:27 PM We are all in power mr keycoder. What he could do is at least say if the update will air
in the works or not honestly so we can move on. xgate4th January, 2013, 09:08 AMHi, any news about the promised keyboard update at the end of 2012, who knows if the update was released? Related: January 4, 2013, 07:54 PM Go to version b changed to c Don't know what's new in it? Does anyone know or have tried? Can it program CAS3 with all the keys lost now? xgate8
January 2013, 11:12 PM There is an update. go to version from b changed to c c Know what's new in it? Does anyone know or have tried? Can it program CAS3 with all the keys lost now? Hi, there is nothing new with the BMW KEYCODER and I am very disappointed with the tool, I was not able to program more than four cars just because CAS was updated in the dealership with
BMW ISTA-P V45. Every other tool keeps its software up to date, even Chinese tools sends regular updates. I really have enough words to describe how disappointed I am. labusas10 January 2013, 03:01 PMHi Xgate, please tell me if you failed when all KEY LOST? Or does he not add a key as well? xgate January 10, 2013, 07:12 PMHi Xgate, please tell me if you failed when all
KEY LOST? Or does he not add a key as well? Hi, he couldn't program the key for four single-key cars, customers only needed an extra key. davidykhor13 January 2013, 04:48 PMI do not know why the keyboard takes so long to respond. its not rocket science to make all the key lost on cas3, and they as a tool specialist or creator should know that their tool can do it.. or at least
they can teach people how to do it... For one with a mini, I'll pm you instructions. davidykhor13 January 2013, 04:53 PMwhen keyboard ask you to remove the key, the same with avdi or researcher, do not delete the key when reading cas3 . Leave the key in the ignition and let it read, you should be able to read cas3 details in this way. I don't have a keyboard, but I've heard that it's
a good tool, except for not being able to program all types of keys (especially porcelain made), but I have an avdi and a researcher. Cheers. labusas17 January 2013, 08:17 PMHas has anyone come up with a way to keep the CAS file from the keyboard? He reads it, but for some reason it is not possible to save data? This is a minor update if it came out - will make many of us
happy. This allows us to recover keys that are blocked by improper remote coding. xgate27th February, 2013, 11:28 PMHi, Any news about BMW KEYCODER UPDATE? This update is overdue. Respectfully, xgate. Eskerra1 March 2013, 12:05 AMHi for all in the stream first. Recently purchased BMW Explorer, just started testing, and get used to it. But I miss more information, or
guidance, on all its functions and capabilities. The guide they have on the site is just very.... Main. I miss the information and detailed steps on how programm diferents cas types, cas2, cas3, cas3 , when the existing key is present, when there is no other key present, which of them requires hitag2 to be connected and which are not. Among all its other diagnostic features, there is
no real user guide to take out of this tool all its power. Would appreciate it if someone contributes with more info as they have on the website. Regarding autofan19651st March, 2013, 11:20 AM1)Read CAS 2)Go to key programming, choose the type of transponder, position from the key programming button and click the start button and follow the instructions. Eskerra March 1,
2013, 11:14 PMThanks autofan1965, No. - Is this always the case with CAS2, CAS3 and CAS3?? It's always the case if we or a non-existent key?? - Is it always the case if the keys are with or without intimacy?? - Do you need to do some readings, as a backup, before programming, in case of a failed process, and the car does not start?? - When, and what with the keys/CAS
types is the Need Hitag2 programmer?? Sorry for the many requests, but I think are the initial logical doubts before starting to fight, and ending with not starting the X5, for example. Thank you in advance m8. concerning xgate9th March 2013, 01:58 AMI just seen on the Chinese site, what seems like a new update for BMW KEYCODER. Can someone confirm this or is it a Chinese
clone? BMW KeyCoder - Obdkeyprogrammer ( labusas9th March, 2013, 09:57 PM This should be knocked down, even a description of a copy/insert from the original. The original also falsely states that it can save all THE CAS, which of course it cannot. labusas21, 2013, 09:22 PMDoes does anyone have any information about this clone? BMW KeyCoder - Obdkeyprogrammer (
leandroks25th March, 2013, 05:51 PMTMPRO2 just released, module 130 can program cas3 updated, even when all the keys are lost, the flaw swears 1000 euros.. labusas25 March 2013, 06:10 PM So the fix comes out then. Tmpro is always 100%, but its so steep and still have to remove the module and read it manually. But let's hope that now that the fix from the keyboard will
be updated. labusas28 March 2013, 01:04 PMTmpro2 can do it, yes. It also requires ECU eeprom to do the job. This is the only way to update CAS3, he said. labusas11 October 2013, 05:51 PMDoes does anyone have any information if the bmwkeycoder development is dead or not? I know autokeyprog.com he doesn't deal with them anymore, so that's a good sign. Looks like a
classic grab and run script... paul_1234511th October 2013, 08:36 PMDoes does anyone have any information if the bmwkeycoder development is dead or not? I know autokeyprog.com he doesn't deal with them anymore, so that's a good sign. Looks like a classic grab and run script... Why would they worry now, I don't think any update will repair the damage done to their
reputation, so that probably won't get any furthur sales. if maybe they cracked new BMW upgrades without going down and gave it to existing customers for free, but even then they would probably rebrand and redesign the front end and sell as a new tool/company to make more ????. autofan196512 October 2013, 10:18 AMState from the company: bmwkeycoder development is
already suspended. It's not serious. drivesureOctober 12, 2013, 12:16 PMof course, it is serious. They have deceived all customers with the promise of a pro upgrade in the future to pay full price and we will deliver soon. They DIDN'T...... I will never buy anything from this company ever again. labusas16 October 2013, 12:23 AMCorrect me if I'm wrong, but not bmwkeycoder is a
Russian-designed tool? I'm not. they're concerned about reputation, it's not in their DNA. They promised peace, took the money and ran! Very bad business practice. 912Scured16 October 2013, 04:47 AMIf they don't want you to pull a cas fine then. Let them be inschemic. There are obd2 programmers allow cas 3 without another key. Cas 4 by reading and 2700 for the solution. I
won't touch during 2010. The dealer should be able to send them a fax and credit card key. drivesure16 October 2013, 06:44 PMwhat obd programmer allows cas3 without another key ... do they lower the cas? antioqueno29th October, 2013, 12:32 AMHello, I need an eprom file for this cas file has no keys to use Cas 5WK4 9513VBR . Mcu is the MC9S12XDp512 0L15Y car E90
318i 2007. ECE region. Thanks labusas2 February 2014, 05:16 PMGood Day Today I found that there is an update to 0.93d (from 0.93c). Visually everything is the same and still available in the pro version for eeprom read and odometer. The question is, have all the CAS3 keys been hacked or not? Who's the first, who's going to try to report. Thanks obdsystems3 February 2014,
12:32 AMGuys - Your go too far by saying its s't. CAS3 is not perfect and yes the marketing on the site is too promising. Personally, I would like more experience before commenting. I had 2 CAS3s for spare keys - both failed....- but the second may have been my fault as I didn't remove the original key on the flashing! Of course delete the key message! As for no key situation ... - I
think AVDI is just a tool to do it, as the MASTER OBD said :) Tip to try to start the car twice on each request (so I read). labusas3rd February, 2014, 02:25 AMObdsystems, this thread about bmw keycoder is not AVDI, which we know does a good job reflashing ... obdsystems3 February 2014, 11:26 AMObdsystems, this thread about bmw keycoder is not AVDI, which we know
does a good job reflashing ... With a thread of a title like that its easy to get tangled up lols! spiridonas20 November 2014, 06:38 PMHi guys I have one cas from bmw e65 7 series without keys, please if I read cas can make a key one of you? or tell me, what tool is needed for this work? Thank you very much in advance labusas20 November 2014, 07:41 PMkeycoder is a tool for
OBD not from landfill. The best tool for this will be TMPRO2 or tango spiridonas20 November 2014, 07:54 PMI want to make clues through a landfill, ak400 or ak500 can do this job? why tango or tmpro2 is an expensive tool. Thanks to labusas20 November 2014, 10:31 PMHi, maybe not in your case, because it may not be CAS3 , but clone tools are very risky. You can damage
the CAS3 flash by simply reading it. If CAS2 or CAS3, it should be easy enough to read with R260 (safely) and use any transponder tool that has this version of eeprom. TM100 is a good didi_du_9300020th November 2014, PMFor cas3 with all the key lost I use my tango or TMPRO. The best choice. The activation of TMPRO cas3 is a bit expensive. But tango for 1200euros is a
very good tool ... And not expensive spiridonas21 November 2014, 09:58 AMHi thank you very much if you send cas cas landfill can you make a new key? And tell me the total cost via pm. Thanks to Powered by vBulletin® Version 4.2.5 Copyright © 2020 vBulletin Solutions Inc. All rights are reserved. Reserved.
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